Bright IT creates digital marketing solutions that help Marketing, Sales, Communications and IT in medium to
large enterprises to connect worldwide with their customers and partners. To strengthen our growing team
the following position (full-time, part-time or freelance) is open for immediate start:

Front-End Web Developer
Location: Schwaz, Austria or Wrocław, Poland

We are looking for a Front-End Web Developer who is motivated to combine the art of design with the art of
programming. Responsibilities will include translation of the UI/UX design wireframes to actual code that will
produce visual elements of the application. You will work with our UI/UX designers to bridge the gap between
graphical design and technical implementation, taking an active role on both sides and defining how the
application looks as well as how it works.

Responsibilities
Work as a member of our in-house development team as a front-end web developer
Help create, maintain and extend web and mobile solutions for our international clients
Integrate our solutions with enterprise grade platforms from vendors such as HP, Adobe or EpiServer
Make use of and continuously update our technology stack for UI/UX development currently including
Adobe Photoshop, Bootstrap, AngularJS, Less, CSS/HTML5, Cordova, Node JS, Scala, Swift, Objective-C
⎼ Contribute to the ongoing improvement of our development processes and tools
⎼
⎼
⎼
⎼

Your profile
⎼ Proficient understanding of web markup (including HTML5, CSS3) and server-side CSS pre-processing
platforms, such as LESS and SASS
⎼ Proficient understanding of client-side scripting and JavaScript frameworks, including jQuery
⎼ Good understanding of advanced JavaScript libraries and frameworks, such as AngularJS, KnockoutJS,
BackboneJS, ReactJS, DurandalJS etc.
⎼ Good understanding of asynchronous request handling, partial page updates, and AJAX
⎼ Proficient understanding of cross-browser compatibility issues and ways to work around them.
⎼ Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git
⎼ Good understanding of SEO principles and ensuring that application will adhere to them.
⎼ Understanding of UX concepts and principles in an online and mobile context
⎼ Good communication skills, proactive, systematic way of working
⎼ English working proficiency, German language skills are a plus and reflected in compensation

Our offer
⎼
⎼
⎼
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We support your initial and ongoing learning and personal development
Competitive salary, employee benefits and a bonus model based on personal effort
The ability to further develop your role in a successful growing company
Highest quality environment and hardware (Apple) – commited to 12/12 points on Joel Test

In case you are a good match and interesting in working with us, send your
application by email to b
 arbara.jastrzebska@bright-it.com.

